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How Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance | New York Post

Sep 23, 2017 · Wall Street might be shocked to learn it is helping bankroll the anti-Trump"resistance"

movement that's aggressively fighting policies it favors —...

https://nypost.com/2017/09/23/how-obama-is-funding-the-an… More results

Obama is Funding the Anti-Trump Resistance Through Massive ...

Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance. Never have we seen an ex-President undermine the next

administration like this. There was never a peaceful transfer of ...

thegatewaypundit.com/2017/09/obama-funding-anti-trump-resistan...

How Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance - Hot Air

At least three liberal nonprofit organizations the Justice Department approved to receive funds from

multibillion-dollar mortgage settlements were instrumental in ...

https://hotair.com/headlines/archives/2017/09/obama-funding-...

Obama Is Funding The Anti-Trump Movement With Sleazy Backdoor ...

Barack Obama is funding the anti-Trump movement through a series of backdoor deals and policies. Wall

Street may be surprised to learn that it is also helping ...

https://freedomoutpost.com/obama-funding-anti-trump-movement-sleazy-...

How Obama Is Funding the Anti-Trump Resistance ...

Wall Street might be shocked to learn it is helping bankroll the anti-Trump resistance movement that's

aggressively fighting policies it favors â including corporate ...

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/2017/09/24/how_obama_is_funding_the_anti-...

How Obama Is Funding The Anti-Trump 'Resistance'

Part of Barack Obama's effort to institutionalize the Deep State was in his strong-arming of Wall Street to

support groups, policies and "resistance" activities ...
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How Obama is f

Just like McO, Obama has a right to do what he wants with his money re; political expression. ...or is there

another reason he should be deprived of these rights?

…

talk.baltimoresun.com/topic/283439-how-obama-is-funding-the-ant...

Sperry: Obama Organizing Violent Anti-Trump Protesters Just ...

Feb 12, 2017 · Paul Sperry writes that Barack Obama is setting up a "shadow White House" in Washington,

DC, for organizing anti-Trump protests nationwide.

breitbart.com/big-government/2017/02/12/sperry-obama-or...

How Obama funds the anti-Trump resistance | Power Line

How Obama funds the anti-Trump resistance. ... Paul Sperry followed up this past Sunday in the New York

Post column "How Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance. ...

powerlineblog.com/archives/2017/09/how-obama-funds-the-anti...

How Obama is scheming to sabotage Trump's presidency | New ...

Feb 11, 2017 · When former President Barack Obama said he was "heartened" by anti-Trumpprotests, he

was sending a message of approval to his troops. Troops? Yes, Obama...

https://nypost.com/2017/02/11/how-obama-is-scheming-to-sabot...

Obama is Funding the Anti-Trump Movement

President Barack Obama is using donations from Wall Street to fund the "resistance" to President

Donald Trump and his agenda, which is broadly supported by the U ...

https://www.trunews.com/article/obama-is-funding-the-anti-trump-m...

Obama's anti-Trump quest to crush America - WND

PRESIDENT'S REVENGE Obama's anti-Trump quest to crush America Exclusive: Jesse Lee Peterson

warns of outgoing president 'behaving like a maniac'

wnd.com/2017/01/obamas-anti-trump-quest-to-crush-...

Obama Administration's Funny Money Now Funding Anti-Trump ...

One aspect of peculiar operations in the Obama administration has gotten little press but merits a thorough

investigation. That aspect is the administration's use ...

https://constitution.com/obama-administrations-funny-money-now-fun...

How Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance - The Savage ...

NEW YORK POST - PAUL SPERRY Wall Street might be shocked to learn it is helping bankroll the anti-

Trump "resistance" movement that's aggressively fighting ...

https://michaelsavage.com/2017/09/23/how-obama-is-funding-the-anti-...

How Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance - Glock Talk

You ever wonder where all the money Obama funneled out of the US treasury went?

"How Obamais funding the anti-Trump resistance By Paul Sperry...
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Obama Funny 

The Obama administration's use of government agencies to move money around, in ways that surprised and

troubled watchdogs-- often didn't add up

…

lidblog.com/obama-funny-money/

How Obama is Funding the anti-Trump Resistance - OpDeepState

September 23, 2017. by Paul Sperry. Wall Street might be shocked to learn it is helping bankroll the anti-

Trump "resistance" movement that's aggressively ...

https://www.opdeepstate.com/2017/10/02/how-obama-is-funding-the-anti-...

How Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance

Wall Street might be shocked to learn it is helping bankroll the anti-Trump "resistance" movement that's

aggressively fighting policies it favors — including ...

canadafreepress.com/article/how-obama-is-funding-the-anti-tru...

Guess Who Else Is Funding Violent Anti-Trump Protests - In ...

And yet another so-called peaceful Leftist group has been outed for funding violent anti-Trumpprotests.

Progress Unity Fund is a non-profit. They fund ANSWER ...

rightwingnews.com/crime/guess-else-funding-violent-anti-tru...

How Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance - Let Freedom Ring

Wall Street might be shocked to learn it is helping bankroll the anti-Trump "resistance" movement that's

aggressively fighting policies it favors — including ...

https://letfreedomringusa.com/uncategorized/obama-funding-anti-trump-re...

Obama Funds Blitz To Naturalize Anti-Trump Voters - Tea Party ...

(Daily Caller) - The Obama administration is supporting several non-profit groups — with

federal funding through a major White House initiative — that are part ...

https://www.teaparty.org/obama-funds-blitz-naturalize-anti-trump-v...

How Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance

Simply Politics Message Board: How Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance

https://investorshub.advfn.com/boards/read_msg.aspx?message_id=134854081

REVEALED: HOW BARACK OBAMA IS FUNDING The "Resistance ...

Has there ever been a President in the history of the United States who worked as hard as Barack Obama to

divide our nation, and to intentionally create chaos and ...

https://100percentfedup.com/revealed-barack-obama-funding-resistance-...

Obama is Funding the Anti-Trump Resistance Through Massive ...

Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance. (Gateway Pundit) - Never have we seen an ex-President

undermine the next administration like this. There was never a ...

https://www.teaparty.org/obama-funding-anti-trump-resistance-massi...
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Obama is Funding the Anti-
Trump Resistance Through
Massive Mortgage Money
Shakedown

Obama is funding the anti-Trump resistance.

Never have we seen an ex-President undermine the next administration
like this. There was never a peaceful transfer of power to the Trump
administration. From the Russian collusion hoax to the landmines Obama
set up, the Deep State is clawing to hang on to every ounce of power.

Guess Who's Funding the Anti-Trump Protests

by Cristina Laila 142 Comments
1.5K Share 198 Tweet Email
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Paul Sperry of the New York Post breaks it down:

The Obama administration’s massive shakedown of Big Banks

over the mortgage crisis included unprecedented back-door

funding for dozens of Democratic activist groups who were not

even victims of the crisis.

At least three liberal nonprofit organizations the Justice

Department approved to receive funds from multibillion-dollar

mortgage settlements were instrumental in killing the ObamaCare

repeal bill and are now lobbying against GOP tax reform, as well

as efforts to rein in illegal immigration.

An estimated $640 million has been diverted into what critics say

is an improper, if not unconstitutional, “slush fund” fed from

government settlements with JPMorgan Chase and Co., Citigroup

Inc. and Bank of America Corp., according to congressional

sources.

Cause of Action Institute vice president Julie Smith told The Post that these
radical ‘left-wing groups committed to ‘revolutionary social change’ sent
proposals to and even met with high level HUD and DOJ officials in order to
get their piece of the settlement pie.’

Now these groups, being well-funded, are actively working against Trump’s
‘America first’ policies.

One of the groups that received $1.5 million from Obama’s slush
fund, La Raza, a radical ‘brown power’ group lobbying for illegal
immigration and open borders actively fought against the repeal of
Obamacare. Why? Because ‘8 million hispanics’ would lose their
healthcare coverage if ACA was repealed. In July, La Raza held a huge
rally in Arizona to protest the ACA repeal efforts, influencing John McCain’s
decision to stop Trump’s healthcare proposals which would ultimately
repeal Obamacare.

National Urban League received $1.2 million from Obama’s slush fund
according to The Post. They are an African-America group lobbying to keep
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ACA because they claim 5 million African-Americans would lose their
healthcare coverage if Obamacare was repealed.

The National Community Reinvestment Coalition received $2.6
million from Obama’s slush fund. They are actively lobbying against Wall
Street reform such as repealing Dodd-Frank.

Although AG Sessions has ordered a full audit of these funds and halted
the DOJ funding third party groups back in June, they are still being
funded because Obama holdovers are doing whatever the hell they want
without fear of reprisal.

In fact, AG Sessions said in a statement:

“When the federal government settles a case against a corporate

wrongdoer, any settlement funds should go first to the victims

and then to the American people—not to bankroll third-party

special interest groups or the political friends of whoever is in

power.”

Sperry reports the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau continues to
force financial institutions it prosecutes to donate to third-party
community organizers.

CFPB director Richard Cordray is an Obama holdover, whose special five-
year term doesn’t expire until 2018.
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